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Introduction
Heartlands Academy provides a
personalised learning pathway for all
of its students that will prepare them
for the challenges ahead in an ever
changing technological world and
competitive job market. Your next
step is important; with this in mind,
this booklet will explain the Year 8
Pathways process.

How to use this
booklet
This booklet aims to aid the Year 8
Pathways process. It outlines the
subjects on offer at Key Stage 4.
You will find that there are various
courses including GCSEs and BTECs.
This is an important time for you; you
are making decisions on subjects that
ultimately shape your future.
We will be holding an assembly
and Pathways Evening to guide
you through the choices on offer in
order to provide the most suitable
personalised learning pathway for
you.

Do
Read this booklet VERY carefully,
talk to everyone who could be helpful
– family, friends and teachers. Talk
to teachers of the subjects in which
you are interested to find out more
information about the course.

Every student must study
English Language and Literature,
Mathematics, PE (non-examined)
and Science. You will follow either
the Accelerated Pathway, or the
Outlook Pathway. On the Accelerated
Pathway you will study Triple Science
and you can choose three other
options. On the Outlook Pathway
you will study Combined Science and
you can choose three options, one of
which must be History, Geography,
French, or Spanish.

Calendar 2019
Pathways
Assembly
Thursday 31 January

Pathways
Evening
A chance to discuss
progress in subjects
Thursday 7 February

Deadline for
returning the
options forms
Hand in to Miss Brown
Thursday 14 February

Keep a balanced range of subjects.

Don’ t
Choose a subject just because your
friends are choosing it!
Make your choices without finding
out the facts!
You will be offered one of two
options pathways this year.
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English
Why Study
E n g l ish?

This course aims to develop key skills
of reading, writing, speaking and
listening, striking a balance between
the traditional texts recognised in
the subject and the modern demands
of the electronic, technological and
digital world.

Skills and
Subjec t Content

You will develop your reading skills to
analyse contemporary non-fiction and
fiction texts.
When analysing your reading texts,
you will write to analyse language
choices and structural elements,
using evidence from the text to
support your ideas.
You will develop non-fiction writing
skills to express ideas and information
clearly and accurately.
You will learn to write imaginatively
and creatively.
You will learn a range of speaking and
listening skills – adapting and shaping
your language choices according to
your audience and purpose.

Assessment

You will study for two qualifications in
English:
• English Language			
100% examination
• English Literature			
100% examination

Progression
Pathway at KS5
•
•

A level English Language
A level English Literature

Career Pathways
Virtually anything:
• Journalism
• Editing
• Writing
• Publishing
• Most graduate training
programmes

At a
Glance
Qualif iations
• GCSE English
Language
• GCSE English
Literature

Exam Board
• Edexcel

Core
Ebacc
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Mathematics
Why Study
Mat hemat ic s?

The Mathematics course builds upon
the skills learnt at Key Stage 3. The
course incorporates functional skills
which will prepare you for future
employment in any subject area.
Students follow a linear course.

Skills and
Subjec t Content
Number
•
•
•
•

Fractions
Decimals
Percentages
Ratio and Proportion

•

Standard form

Algebra
•
•

Forming and Solving equations
Inequalities

•

Sequences Graphs

Shape
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metric and Imperial units
Area, Perimeter and Volume
Angles
Symmetry
Pythagoras Theorem
Trigonometry

•

Vectors

Data Handling
•
•

Charts and graphs
Averages

•

Probability

Assessment
100% examination

Progression
Pathway at KS5
•
•

A level Core Mathematics
A level Applied Mathematics

Career Pathways
The following list is an example of
careers that require mathematical
skills:
• Accountancy
• Aerospace and Defence
• Automotive
• Biosciences
• Business support services
• Chemicals
• Construction
• Education
• Engineering
• Financial services
• Government
• Healthcare
• Insurance
• IT and Computing
• Manufacturing
• Medical careers
• Pharmaceuticals
• Telecoms
• Transport/Travel
•

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• GCSE Mathematics

Exam board
• Edexcel Linear

Core

EBacc

Utilities
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Science
Why Study
S c i e n c e?

Science is about developing the
skills and knowledge to understand
the world around us. Throughout
the course there is an emphasis on
science in the real world looking at
issues such as climate change, bio
fuels, space exploration, conservation,
nanochemistry, digital communication
and inherited diseases. You will study
Biology, Chemistry, and Physics,
whichever science pathway you
follow.

Skills and
Subjec t Content

All of the science routes through
Key Stage 4 cover the fundamental
concepts in biology, chemistry and
physics. You will develop your data
analysis and interpretation skills,
critical evaluation skills, practical skills
and communication skills.

Assessment
GCSE
•

100% examination

Progression
Pathway at KS5
•
•
•

A level Biology
A level Chemistry
A level Physics

•

Level 3 BTEC Applied Science

Career Pathways
Health & Clinical Professions
•
•
•
•
•

Medicine
Nursing
Biochemistry
Dentistry
Radiography

•

Forensic Science

In Industry
•
•

Petrochemical Industries
Pharmaceutical Industries

At a
Glance
Qualif ications
• Accelerated
Pathway
Triple Science three seperate
GCSEs:
• GCSE Biology
• GCSE Chemistry
• GSCE Physics

• Outlook Pathway
Combined Science 2x Science GCSEs
covering all three
sciences

Exam Board
• AQA Trilogy

Core

EBacc
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Art
Why Study
Ar t?

Art is mainly a practical subject which
encourages you to think in a creative
way. The course will develop both
independence and individuality. You
will have the chance to select themes
and ideas that are of special interest,
allowing you to build a highly personal
portfolio of work. There is also an
opportunity to tailor your project
to suit personal strengths, whether
these are photography, digital
manipulation or drawing and painting.
The course is structured to allow you
access to a wide range of materials
and techniques enabling you to
develop your own, unique style.

Skills and
Subjec t Content

The first part of the course is
designed to give you the opportunity
to refine some of your basic skills,
in preparation for the controlled
assessment project. There will
also be a chance to try out some
more experimental techniques and
materials.
You will then begin the controlled
assessment project, through which
you will have to meet four assessment
objectives. These include recording
abilities, development of ideas,
exploration of materials and a large
scale final piece.
Apart from the practical skills that
you will develop, you will also learn
how to work effectively to a design
brief and to a deadline. There will be
an emphasis on problem solving and
analytical thinking.

Assessment
•
•

60% practical portfolio and
sketchbook.
40% examination: A final project
and a 10 hour final piece

Progression
Pathway at KS5
•

A level Fine Art

Career Pathways
Any career that has an element of
design. For example:
• Graphic Design
• Interior Design
• Architecture
• Fashion Design and Illustration
• Web and Game Design
• Jewellery and Furniture
• Product Design
• Stage and Set Design
• Film Make-Up and Costume
• Advertising

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• GCSE Fine Art

Exam board
• OCR

Option
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Business Studies
Why Study
Business?

This course is for students who
wish to aquire knowledge and skills
through vocational contexts by
studying the knowledge, behaviours
and skills related to researching,
planning, pitching and reviewing an
enterprise idea. Studying business
will enable you to develop your
technical skills, such as market
research, planning, promotional and
finance skills using realistic work
scenarios, and personal skills (such
as monitoring own performance, time
management and problem solving)
through a practical and skills-based
approach to learning and assesment.
You will aquire knowledge,
understanding and skills to
underpin your practical activities in
assessment, which will complement
your GCSEs. The qualification
will broaden your experience
and understanding of the varied
progression options available to you.

Skills and
Subjec t Content

The award gives you an opportunity
to develop sector-specific knowledge
and skills in a practical learning
environment. The main focus is on
the knowledge, understanding and
skills required to research, plan, pitch
and review an enterprise idea that
includes:
• Development of key skills
that provide aptitude in
planning an enterprise activity,
including market research,
planning carrying out financial
transactions, communication and
problem solving.
• Knowledge that underpins
effective use of skills, such as the
features and characteristics of
enterprises and entrepreneurs,
and the internal and external
factors that can affect the
performance of an enterprise.

•

Attitudes and ways of working
that are considered most
important for enterprise, including
monitoring and reflecting of
performance of an enterprise idea
and own use of skills.

Assessment
Component 1

Exploring Enterprises
(30% of qualification)

Component 2
Planning for and Pitching an
Enterprise Activity
(30% of qualification)

Component 3

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• Pearson BTEC
Technical Award
Level1/2 in
Enterprise

Exam board

Finance for Enterprise
External examination
(40% of qualification)

• Pearson

Progression
Pathway at KS5

Option

•
•

A level Business Studies
BTEC National in Enterprise and
Entrepreneurship

Career Pathways
The qualification will enable you to
acquire a range of transferable skills
and knowledge highly regarded by
employers. This qualification leads
to many specific job roles. Studying
business can lead to a career in many
areas such as business management,
international business, banking,
insurance, as well as many other
professions. Many students go on to
higher education to study: Business
and Administration, Business
Management, Retailing, Economics,
Accounting and more.
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Design & Technology
Why Study
Design and
Te c h n o l o g y ?

GCSE Design and Technology will
prepare you to participate confidently
and successfully in an increasingly
technological world. You will gain
awareness and learn from wider
influences on Design and Technology
including historical, social, cultural,
environmental and economic factors.
You will get the opportunity to
work creatively when designing
and making and apply technical and
practical expertise.

Skills and
Subjec t Content

You will learn about industrial
and commercial practices and the
importance of quality checks and the
health and safety issues that have to
be considered at all times.
You will also develop practical skills.
The design and make activities within
this subject seek to develop creativity
and confidence in your ability to
think, question, explore, create and
communicate, combining knowledge
and understanding with practical
skills
The subject content has been split
into three sections as follows:
• Core technical principles of
Product Design.
• Specialist technical principles of
Resistant Material, Textiles and
Electronics.
• Designing and making principles.

Assessment
•
•

50% Controlled Assessment
50% Examination

Career Pathways
There is a wide variety of career
opportunities available to suit all
ability levels. For example:
• Fashion design
• Fabric design
• Publishing
• Interior Design
• Costume design
• Set designer
• Furniture designer
• Game design
• Engineer
• Property developer

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• GCSE Design
Technology

Exam board
• EDUQAS

Option
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Drama
Why Study
D r a ma?

Studying drama helps you develop
many different skills that are
valued by colleges, universities and
employers. GCSE Drama engages and
encourages you to become confident
performers and designers with
the skills you need for a bright and
successful future.

Skills and
Subjec t Content

Communication skills are developed
while working in groups, presenting
a point of view and communicating
with an audience.
You will also learn how to:
• Empathise with other characters
to imagine yourself in other times
and places.
• Explore a script, idea or theme
through drama techniques and
activities.
• Bring a character to life from the
‘page to the stage’.
• Devise your own pieces of theatre
to communicate ideas to an
audience.

Assessment

Component 3
Texts in Practice
( 20% of total GCSE)
Externally assessed
Comprises two tasks:
• Study and present a key extract
(monologue, duologue or group
performance) from a play chosen
by you.
• Study and present a second key
extract (monologue, duologue
or group performance) from the
same play.

Progression
Pathway at KS5
•
•

A level Drama & Theatre
BTEC Level 3 Performing Arts

Career Pathways

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• GCSE Drama

Exam board
• AQA

Option

Drama is a useful qualification
for many careers and not just
for performers. You will learn
to collaborate with others, think
analytically and evaluate effectively.
You will gain the confidence to pursue
your own ideas, reflect and refine your
efforts. Whatever the future holds,
students of GCSE Drama emerge
with a toolkit of transferable skills,
applicable both in further studies and
in the workplace.

Component 1

Understanding Drama
(written exam, 40% of total GCSE)
Knowledge and understanding of
how drama theatre and performance,
and an evaluation of live theatre.

Component 2
Devising Drama
(practical, 40% of total GCSE)
Communicating meaning through
theatrical performance, applying
theatrical skills in a live performance
and evaluating your own work . You
will be assessed on a performance
to an audience and a portfolio of
evidence from your devising process.
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Geography
Why Study
Geography?

Geography is about the Earth, people
and the places where people live.
It is about natural processes and
human-activities and the relationship
between humans and the natural
environment.

Skills and
Subjec t Content
Paper 1

Living with the Physical
Environment
Natural hazards, physical landscapes
in the UK (rivers and coasts) and the
living world (ecosystems).

Paper 2
Challenges in the Human
Environment
Urban issues and challenges, The
changing economic world, The
challenge of resource management
and Geographical skills.

Paper 3
Geographical Applications
Fieldwork and geographical skills.
Skills you will learn are how to read
and interpret:
• Maps e.g. OS, atlas, thematic,
distribution and chloropleth
• Ground, air and satellite images
• Data and information tables
• Diagrams and sketches
• Extracts from newspapers and
online sources

Assessment
Paper 1
•
•

•

Written exam: 1 hour 30 minutes
88 marks (including 3 marks
for spelling, punctuation, grammar and specialist terminology
(SPGST))
35% of GCSE

Paper 2
•
•
•

Written exam: 1 hour 30 minutes
88 marks (including 3 marks for
SPGST)
35% of GCSE

Paper 3
•
•
•
•

Written exam: 1 hour
76 marks (including 6 marks for
SPGST)
30% of GCSE
Pre-release resources are made
available from March in the year
of the exam

Progression
Pathway at KS5
•

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• GCSE Geography

Exam board
• AQA

Option
EBacc

A level Geography

Career Pathways
Geography can lead to a career in
many areas such as:
• Teaching
• Engineering
• Law
• Civil Aviation
• Armed Services
• Tourism
• Nature Conservation
• Business and Commerce
• Local Council Jobs
• Healthcare
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Health & Social Care
Why Study
Health and
S o c ial C are?

Health and Social Care is a course
particularly aimed at students who
think they would like to work in the
caring services for example: social
work, youth and community work,
probation, housing, counselling or
advice work, the health service or
working with small children. But the
course is really about life and people.
If these are of interest to you, then
this course could be for you.

Skills and
Subjec t Content
•

•

•

•
•

Career pathways, qualifications
that workers in health and social
care have and how they use them
The range of care needs, the
types of services that exist and
what they provide, and who
needs to use the services and
why
The ways people can obtain care
services, the barriers that prevent
access and how different services
work together to improve access
Guidelines and codes of practice,
and how they are put into practice
Case studies of individuals who
need the support of care services
and how physical health is
measured.

Assessment
Component 2

At a
Glance

Health & Social Care
Services and Values
30% of qualification

Qualif ication

Component 1

Human Lifespan Development
30% of qualification

Component 3
Health and Wellbeing
External exam
40% of qualification

• BTEC technical
Award in Health
and Social Care
Level 1/Level 2

Progression
Pathway at KS5

Exam board

Career Pathways

Option

•

Level 3 BTEC in Health and Social
Care

Any career in the health sector to
include:
• Health Visitor
• Registered Nurse
• Learning Disabilities Officer
• Substance Misuse worker
• Hospital Social Worker
• Home Care Co-ordinator

• Pearson
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History
Why Study
Histor y?

In AQA History, you will study
people, events and changes in the
past. It is a study of change and
continuity; how the past affects the
present. Historians are trained to
look for bias and prejudice in all the
evidence they study. They know that
human beings often have strong
views on many subjects, which may
affect the statements they make.
There is no other subject that deals
so well with sorting out what is
useful and reliable evidence and
what must be sifted out than history.
Imagine believing everything you
read in the papers, or believing every
statement that politicians make!

Skills and
Subjec t Content

Germany 1890-1945. This period
study focuses on democracy and
dictatorship – the development and
collapse of democracy and the rise
and fall of Nazism.
Conflict and Tension, 1918-1939.
This wider world depth study enables
students to understand concepts
such as national self-determination,
ideas of internationalism and the
challenges of revising the peace
settlement. It focuses on the causes
of the Second World War and
international relations.
Health and the People, 1000-2016.
This thematic study will enable you
to gain an understanding of how
medicine and public health developed
in Britain.
The British depth study on

Elizabethan England will focus
on major events of Elizabeth I’s
reign, considered from economic,
religious, political, social and
cultural standpoints, and arising
contemporary and historical
controversies. 10% of this unit
is focused on the historical
environment. This will focus on a
particular site in its historical context.

Assessment

There are 4 examined units, each
worth 25% of the GCSE. The units
are examined in 2 examination
papers, each taking 1 hour 45
minutes.

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• GCSE History

Exam board
• AQA

Progression
Pathway at KS5

Option

Career
Pathways

EBacc

•

A Level History

Virtually anything:
• Journalism
• Editing
• Writing
• Publishing
• Most Graduate Training Programmes
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Hospitality & Catering
Why Study
Hospitality and
Catering?

Eduqas Vocational Award in
Hospitality and Catering has been
designed to support students who
want to learn about this vocational
sector and the potential it can offer
them for their careers or further study.
This would provide students with the
opportunity to develop a range of
specialist and general skills that would
support progression into employment.

Skills and
Subject Content
Unit 1: The Hospitality and
Catering Industry

You will apply your learning and
acquire knowledge of all aspects
of the industry and be able to
suggest new hospitality and catering
provisions for specific areas. You will
be able to determine different types
of establishments and job roles. You
will apply an understanding of front
of house and kitchen operations,
to determine how the proposed
establishment will operate efficiently,
legally and financially, whilst meeting
the needs of a potential market. This
unit provides a broad introduction to
the Catering sector in a way that is
purposeful and develops a range of
transferable skills.

Unit 2: Hospitality and
Catering in Action
You will learn to safely prepare,
cook and present nutritional dishes.
You will learn about different
types of provisions in the kitchen,
establishments and personal safety.
This content is relevant not only to
employees within food production, but
those with a responsibility for food
safety in the industry, nutritionists,
managers and owners. This content
will allow you to appreciate the whole
vocational area beyond the kitchen

environment.
You will study a range of areas
including:
• Demonstration of a range of cooking skills
• Discussing economic, environmental, ethical and social aspects
of food
• Understanding the chemical and
functional processes around the
food we eat
• Learning about /experimenting
with ranges of ingredients and
nutritional values behind food.

Assessment
•
•

Unit 1: Mandatory - External
(online) 48 Guided Learning Hours
Unit 2: Mandatory - Internal
72 Guided Learning Hours

Career
Pathways

At a
Glance
Qualification

• Level 1/Level 2
Hospitality and
Catering Vocational
Award

Exam board
• EDUQAS

Option

Employment can range from
waiting staff, receptionists, catering
assistants, chefs, hotel/ bar managers
and food technologists working for
supermarkets. These roles require
further education and training.
The sector includes all businesses
that provide food, beverages, and/
or accommodation services. It also
includes airlines, tourist attractions,
hospitals and sports venues; a
business where hospitality and
catering is not their primary service
but is important to its success.
Hospitality and Catering is Britain’s
4th largest industry and accounts for
around 10% of the total workforce.
Over 25% of all new jobs have been
within the hospitality and catering
sector.
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Languages
Why Study
Languages?

People who speak a second language
earn on average 12% more than
people who don’t. The aim of this
course is to encourage candidates to
derive enjoyment and benefit from
language learning and be inspired,
moved and challenged by following
a broad, coherent, satisfying and
worthwhile course of study. With the
new GCSE specifications in modern
foreign languages, candidates are
prepared to make informed decisions
about further learning opportunities
and career choices.

Skills and
Subject Content
The course covers a range of topics
such as the environment, education,
tourism, social relationships and
comparison between the French,
Spanish and English cultures.
These are studied within 4 units
of assessment: speaking, listening,
reading and writing.

Progression
Pathway at KS5
•
•

French A level
Spanish A level

Career
Pathways

The top ten careers with languages
are:
• Video Games Translater
• Fashion Buyer
• Tour Manager
• Foreign Correspondent
• Press Conference Interpreter
• Publishing Rights Manager
• Geoscientist
• Subtitler
• Dipomatic Service Member
• Language and Culture Specialist

At a
Glance
Qualifications
• GCSE French

• GCSE Spanish

Exam board
• AQA

Option
EBacc

Assessment

100% Examination in four skills:
• Listening
• Reading
• Writing
• Reading
Higher Tier: grades 4-9
Foundation Tier: Grades 1-5
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Music
Why Study
Music?

You should choose this course if
you enjoy performing, listening to
and creating music. You will learn
about how music is composed and
remixed and what it is like to enter
the music business as a career. You
will form a band, learn how to re-mix
and produce songs, and create a real
working promotable CD. Colleges and
universities value BTEC Music both
for the subject material and for the
communication and problem solving
skills that you will learn.

Skills and
Subjec t Content
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Remixing current popular music
Recording music in our state of
the art music studio
Performing both in groups and
individually
Learning about the different parts
of the music industry and how to
Be employed in the sector
Listening to various music from
different cultures and genres
Composing your own music
Business Management and
Leadership Skills
Understanding how companies
work with clients and employees

Assessment
•
•

25% examination
75% performance, re-mixing and
recording

Progression Pathway
at KS5
•

BTEC Level 3 in Music Technology

Career Pathways
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Studio Sound Engineer
Live Sound Mixer
Accountancy
Music Therapist
Roadie
Television Broadcaster
Business and Leadership
Media/Journalism
Internet Broadcasting/Blogging
Film and TV Technical jobs

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• Pearson BTEC
Level 1/Level 2
First in Music

Exam board
• Pearson

Option
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Physical Education
Why Study
Physical
E d u c a t i o n?

This course will develop your
capabilities in physical education and
your abilities to work both practically
and theoretically. You will also have
the opportunity to take on leadership
and officiating roles which could lead
to accreditation.

Skills and
Subjec t Content
This course is a mix of both practical
and written assessment.

Progression
Pathway at KS5
•

Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma and
Full Diploma.

Career Pathways
•
•
•
•
•
•

PE Teacher
Sports Coach
Physiotherapist
Sports Massage
Sports Technician
Lecturer

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• OCR Cambridge
National Sports
Studies Level 2
Certificate

Exam board
• OCR

Assessment

1 hour written exam			
25% of the qualification
Three pieces of coursework		
each worth 25% of the qualification.
• Practical Sports Performance
• Sports in the Media
• Leadership

Core

(non-exam)

All students are
expected to participate
in the required PE
lessons each week and
some students will
gain a BTEC Level 2
qualification.
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Religious Education
Why Study
Religious
E d u c a t i o n?

Religion plays an important role in our
society and can influence what people
think, feel, and believe. The subject
specific skills that you will develop
through studying religion include an
ability to analyse, explain, interpret,
evaluate and develop reasoned
arguments.

Skills and
Subjec t Content

The course is divided into two parts:
The Study of Religion and Thematic
Studies which includes the study of
religion & philosophy and ethics.
You will study the key beliefs and
practices of two major world religions
Christianity and Islam.

Islam
Key beliefs: Six articles of faith;
Nature of God, angels, Al Qadr,
Akhirah, prophethood, holy books and
Imamate.
Preaches: Five pillars, Ten obligatory
acts of Shiah Islam, Jihad, Eid ul Fitr/
Adha, Ashura

Christianity
Key Beliefs: Nature of God, creation
and afterlife, Jesus - his incarnation,
crucifixion, resurrection and
ascension.
Practices: Worship - prayer, Bible,
Eucharist, baptism, pilgrimage, Easter,
Christmas, role of the church, charity.

You will then continue to study
different religious, philosophical and
ethical arguments and their impact
and influence in the modern world.
Four themes include:
• Religion and Life
• God and Revelation
• Religion, Peace and Conflict
• Religion, Crime and Punishment

At a
Glance
Qualif ication
• GCSE Religious
Education

Assessment

Exam board

Component 1

• AQA

100% Examination

The Study of Religions
1h 45m - 50% of the GCSE

Component 2
Thematic Studies
1h 45m - 50% of the GCSE

Option

Progression
Pathway at KS5
•

A level Religious Education

Career Pathways
Religious Education is an asset for any
career that requires you to deal with
people. For example:
• Teaching
• Journalism
• Community Work
• Social Work
• Prison Work
• Police Service
• Counselling
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